PRI Design Form
Section 0: Personal Details
Name:

EXAMPLE

Email:

EXAMPLE@EXAMPLE.com

Phone::

208 EXAMPLE EXAMPLE

City::

Boundary County, Idaho

Country::

US

Facebook::

yes, but barely

Twitter::

no

Instagram::

no
SECTION 1: You and Your Site

What kind of property are you
designing on?:

Someone else's land

Describe the intended use of the
property, i.e. the design brief
provided by the client::

- Out-doors based recreation
- Relaxation oasis, calm
- Base for wildcrafting operations in a designed oasis of
optimized wildcraft amidst neighboring national forest
- Hunting property
- Remote bug-out location/back up safety net property
- Experimental permaculture site
- Potential for eco-tourism with associated national
forests and demonstration site for proper forest care

Who will this property be used by?:

A family

Identify the level of food selfreliance required::

As much as possible. Theoretically it's already 100%
self sufficient if you know what to forage and hunt and
are willing to eat the same thing all year.

Specify the client's priorities::

- Get value from the land and set it up to create more
value as it ages. Obtain as many yields as the land can
sustainably support while participating in forest

ecosystem functions, and transition it to new yields over
time.
Establish the client’s importance of
privacy::

High level of privacy desired.

Does the client desire a specific
theme for the site::

No.

Are there other essential needs the
client's want the garden to fulfill::

No. It will need to survive independent of daily
management down the road since it is not a primary
property.

Are there existing structures::

Yes, a small cabin with deck, an outhouse, a small shed,
and a sauna.

If there are existing driveways are
they adequate::

Not really. A 4x4 will make a bumpy ride but ultimately
the road is getting worse and acts like a seasonal
stream.

Select the types of structures
needed to be designed::

Buildings
Fences
Dams
Access
Other: Terraces

What are the client’s available
resources?:

On site- Lots of sand (subsoil)
- Lots of quality conifer trees for timber and firewood
- 2 major springs and a springline
- Genetic seed bank of surrounding national
forest/healthy ecosystem
- Gravity energy over the height of the property and
intense seasonal water input
- Wildlife

What are the client's limitations i.e.
time available and experience?:

- Available time to work the land.
- Experience with machinery to self-install earthworks
features.
- Steep slope not fully suitable for swales
- Short growing season
- Difficulty in importing materials due to poor access
- Safety while working
- No clay for dams

What are the client’s skills,
strengths and Permaculture
knowledge?:

High level of technical skills like carpentry and ultimately
construction. Intermediate level permaculturist.

SECTION 2a: Site Details
City::

Unincorporated portion of Boundary County, ID

Country::

USA

Address::

--------

Latitude and Longitude::

Latitude: 48.6**° N Longitude: 116.6***° W

Altitude::

2700-3500 Ft

What is the size of property?:

30 Acres

Where is the nearest mountain or
range?:

Located in Selkirk Mountains, Rockies.

What is the distance from the
ocean (East and/or West coast)?:

About 300 Miles to the West Coast. 25 Miles from Lake
Ponderay, however, and 12 miles from Priest Lake

What is the distance to the nearest
population centre?:

Sandpoint (pop 10,000) is about 25 miles away.

What is the previous property use
history?:

- Severe logging upon settlement.
- Vacation/recreation since becoming regrowth forest.
- A little bit of residence, and a year of introhomesteading

What is the property currently used
for?:

Storage of possessions needed for living up there. Has
some gardens on it.

SECTION 2b: Observation And Research
What is the Koppen climate
classification?:

Dsb, cold temperate.
Mediterranean summers (No rain at all, hot dry with
yearly forest fires) with temperate, wet winters.

What is the plant hardiness zone (if
applicable)?:

In cold microclimates, its zone 4/5. The warmest
microclimate on the property, it's zone 6/7. Generally,
the area is considered 5.

Average annual rainfall::

Around 35 Inches precipitation, most of which is snow

Highest recorded rainfall::

Information not available. Quite a bit of moisture is
possible in bursts in this climate.

Lowest recorded rainfall::

Information not available. Quite a bit of drought is
possible in this climate.

Highest recorded 24-hour rainfall
occurrence:

2 inches

Highest recorded temperature::

104 Degrees F

Lowest recorded temperature::

-37 Degrees F

Average summer temperature
(low)::

48 Degrees F

Average summer temperature
(high)::

78 Degrees F

Average winter temperature (low):

22 Degrees F

Average winter temperature (high)::

36 Degrees F

Is there a potential for extreme
weather events?:

Drought
Flood
Fire

Prevailing::

Usually coming in from the west. Sometimes down from
the north.

Storms::

Blizzards in winter and dry lightning storms in summer.
Sometimes wind.

What is the property’s
aspect/orientation?:

With slightly more east and more north micro-aspects
spread throughout, there is a dominant South-Western
exposure of the hillside.

What are the slope types?:

Down/uphill throughout on a mostly convex edge with
small pockets of concavity. Steep.

Are there changes in slope?:

Yes. Anywhere from insanely steep to pretty steep, 540% grade. There are a few small patches of gentle
slope.

What is the topographic position?:

Mid-slope

What kinds of landscape profiles
are there?:

Erosion
Rock

Other: Single sloping mountain with wetland and dryland
features at differing points on the site.
Where is the highest point
(altitude)?:

3500'

Where is the lowest point
(altitude)?:

2700'

Are there slumps? Or is there
landslide potential?:

Some. Densely forested hills make erosion less of a
problem but water is exported rather quickly off the
property even if it is clean and oxygenated.

What kinds of water flows and
water features are on the
property?:

Spring
Pond
Other: 2 Seasonal Streams

Paths or footpaths::

Driveway
Animal laneway

What significant flora, fungi and
fauna are present?:

Native forest regrowth
Weeds
Shrubs and forbs
Native animals
Domestic animals

Are there any known pests,
diseases or varmints on the site?:

Nothing that isn't already well established in national
forest. (Things like invasive weeds, insects, and fungi
like European Blister Rust)

What are the existing plant
species?:

There are a lot.
Climax forest of Douglas Fir trees, but about 10-15 tree
varieties in different stages of maturity. Aspen, Grand
Fir, Lodgepole Pine, Birch all present.
Fully fleshed out understory according to the forest type.
Ocean Spray, Oregon Grape, Snowbrush, Solomon's
zigzag, thimbleberries, devil's club... and more.

What are the soil types across the
site?:

Sandy/Loam
Sand

What are the soil pH levels?:

Slightly acidic

Are there any known soil toxins?:

No.

How do the soils drain across the
site?:

Being pure sand, it has excellent drainage. It has a hard
time holding onto moisture, actually.

Are there damaged soils, i.e.
compaction?:

Yes, the whole watershed was burnt badly in a megafire 50 years ago.

Have there been any disturbances
to the soils, i.e. construction, cuts
or fills?:

Minor disturbances here and there, mostly earthworks
related. A few weeds popped up on the disturbed soil as
they should have.

What kind of buildings are on the
property?:

House
Shed
Other: Listed previously.

Are there any other man-made
structures?:

Pipes

What are the current methods that
are used on the property to convert
energy to electricity?:

Solar

Any other relevant technologies?:

Generators, Propane appliances in cabin, woodstoves,
tapped spring, transport gear such as snowmobile,
snowcat.

Are there any social components in
place?:

People involved

SECTION 2c: Sector Analysis
Dec 21- Rises at 120E, sets 240W, 18 degrees off
horizon at noon
What are the Sun Angles (Midday /
Mid Winter)?:

Mar/Sep 21 - Rise at 90E, sets 270W, 30 degrees off
horizon at noon
June 21 - Rises at 60E, sets 300W, 65 degrees off
horizon at noon

What are the Sun Angles (Midday /
Midsummer)?:

First box contains solstice/equinox measurements.

What are the Sunrise/Sunset
compass angles (Mid winter’s
day)?:

First box contains solstice/equinox measurements.

What are the Sunrise/Sunset
compass angles (midsummer’s
day)?:

First box contains solstice/equinox measurements.

Are there any micro-climates
created by elements affecting the
sun?:

The cold drain down the hill. Especially warm
microclimate. Lots of small depressions here and there.
Steep drainages that stale cooler/more wet. Forest
patch dynamics with every stage of forest recovery 0-40
year old trees.

What are the Winds?:

Minor wind types
Winds that bring rain
Hot/Dry wind
Fire wind

Where are the Winds coming
from?:

In summer, S winds
In winter, N winds
Storms come from gusts N or S and get channeled
through the steep mountain valley going NW/SW.
Winds are rarely an issue, it's a protected space.

What kinds of water flows and/or
water bodies are on the property?:

Pond
Other: Seasonal streams and springs

What direction does the rain hit the
property?:

If there is any direction, it is of negligible magnitude from
the west.

Are there hot/dry winds that could
cause fires?:

Yes

Are there any increases in wind
speeds going up hills?:

Yes

Are there dangerous wildfire fuel
regeneration sequences on site?:

Yes

What kind of access is currently
available?:

Driveway
Walking tracks

Are there any landscape effects?:

Flood
Frost
Fire

Are there any negative inputs?:

Noise
Dust

Are there any aesthetics to take
into consideration?:

Seasonal views
Positive views

Are there any native Wildlife
corridor/s on the property?:

Yes

Are there problems with wildlife?
i.e. predation and vegetation
damage like browsing, digging,
burrowing, etc.:

Yes

SECTION 3a: Design Concept Development

List the types of water harvesting
systems used in your design:

Hugelkulture is successful in this climate, there are
already several on site in gardening areas. Since there
are so many mature, densely populated trees, those will
be vastly instrumental in storing water as material. Big
hugels, diversion ditches, small swales, terraces,
seasonal dams, artificial dams, water tanks are all
possible techniques, some of which have already been
utilized in small scale. No clay means it's a poor chance
ponds would stay full all year, but we're open to having
the design evolve. Our best bet is to extend the water
storage in the springs and springlines.

List the types of access that you
could use in your design, for
example, roads, footpaths etc.:

Game trails, logging access roads, terraces that double
as access during winter, road improvement. Road too
rural to pave and too long to repair with high budget
material.

If structures are a part of your
client’s brief, please describe how
structures could be placed within
the site keeping in mind that
structures need to be positioned
relative to water, sun, wind and
access connections in mind.:

Structures to be installed- processing facility for food, wildcrafts, etc
- more houses/shelters/shops/firewood sheds
- hydro station down the spring line
- intelligently designed sauna
- passive solar underground greenhouses
- relaxation shelter (HOTMK)
- root cellar
- Point windows towards sun, % of windows based of
latitude, eaves shelter high summer sun emphasis
winter sun, no windows on western walls, snow
shedding roof etc... downhill of springs. Drainage
worked out from intense snow buildup on sides.

SECTION 3b: Zone Planning

Zone 0 - Copy:

There is a cabin that may be used seasonally. It is has
been lived in but is not fully legit as a long term
residence. So to a certain extent the whole property has
to have a zone 2-3 feel at best. The house, shed,
greenhouse and shop serve as a central location for
projects, but at this point the emphasis is on forestry and
buildup of biological capital, general biodiversity, water
retention in landscape, that can then be used for things
we can't imagine down the road.

Zone 1:

At this point, former annual-garden beds will probably
serve as places for nursery stock of perennials to be
hardened off. Some crops do really well in the area, and
those will be grown since they do not require as much
attention. Access to landrace heritage varieties of things.
This area spans two small areas pretty close to each
other and central to the dwelling/infrastructure elements.

Zone 2:

There are a good amount of fruit and nut trees already
planted on site in quasi-forest garden arrangements with
understory perennials. These need a bit of attention but
not much. This zone is a food forest zone expanded out
from the two small areas of zone 1, and the hope is to
continue portions of the food forest zone to their logical
boundaries with water features, animal systems, hugels,
etc. The food forest is built using the biological capital of
the forest and succession is changed thereby from
human influence to increase biodiversity and
abundance. Surrounding forests still have fertility inputs.

Zone 3:

Surrounding forests that are being logged for light for
forest garden expanse, or timber, or firewood. Meadows
of Snowbrush, good for grazing animals (moose, deer!)
as well as bee forage. Could intensively graze with
livestock and fencing to amplify already natural patternsthere is more shrubbery than there are animals recycling
the nutrients into the soil to be sure.

Zone 4:

Special portions of forest that are visited to learn from
the forest how it behaves, or to harvest wildcrafts like
thimbleberries, wild ginger, ceanothus leaves, rocky
mountain maple craftsman wood, tapped birch trees for
sap, etc. These portions of forest are distinctly cooler
than anything we could design and come pre-designed
with great mixes of tree species.

Zone 5:

There are 1.6 million acres of national forest surrounding
the property. Most of the property itself will be zone 5,
and the property boundaries are insignificant at the
beginning stages of land development since we're so far
from the edges and the edges are steep and/or
inaccessible.
SECTION 4: Demonstrate Your Understanding

Describe as creatively as possible
your permaculture design
(anywhere from 500-1500 words):

Twilight Delight in the Selkirks of the Rockies in the
panhandle of the inland northwest portion of Idaho has
the potential to be one of the legitimate greatest places
on earth.
Every year there is an absolute abundance of water for
everything the family would ever need, yet it's all off the

property by mid july because the seasonal streams dry
up. This properties design will end up as a patchwork
mosaic of different types of forest, different pastureresembling openings, water features, and infrastructure
elements all. Forest gardens will be specifically
designed to have seasonal flushes of harvest of reliable
plants that can do well with little maintenance- early
season berries like Vaccinium and Rubus, of which
there are already natural varieties, and drought
tolerant/shade producing forest plantings of Ribes, of
which there are natives in the area. Experiments have
been in process for what does well there, and good
guilds for what to plant should be identified within a few
years which well then be planted all over their respective
biome. Indeed, there are a few distinct biomes on this
land- dense forest, open meadow, and wetlands. The
goal is to take whatever's there and make it more like
how it already is and accelerate it to the next stage of
ecological succession. Water features are tricky
because of sandy soils, but that doesn't mean we can't
glay huge holes and use canals/swale like features
carved into the hill carrying water escorted from deep
rutts in the drainage via pipes and interface stations.
Even if it's sand, the ground gets so saturated that the
water simply seeps out of it and runs on top for mid-late
spring. If this water is put on a shoots/ladder system and
just moving with countour over and over again slowly
dropping through the vertical profile in the landscape,
the ground will remain most for longer. Terraces catch
downhill moving debris and stabilize the hillside. There
is enough water available to build more biomass every
year and extend the water holding capacity of the soil
over time little by little per year and create more of a
wetlands dynamics in the plant balance. Meadows will
be expanded in species composition and root zones to
provide for more ecological function and biodiversity. So
too with created forests- as many different kinds of
forests on site as is possible, whether for timber,
firewood, oldgrowth, mushrooms,
sentimental/ornamental, or soil associated microbes.
Buildings can be installed over time, and work with all
these other designed features as microclimate enablers,
energy-harvesters, and specialty production chambers.
Particular emphasis might be cleaning and processing
facilities for animals, and wild harvested berries/jam
operations as well as mushroom. A hydro-station would
be great as the seasonal stream is flowing the same
time of year the sun is not shining and the solar panels
are ineffectual. Ideally there would be enough power to
run a freezer for preservation of garden/food forest
goods if one were to spend a week up there. The place
is already really nice but it is wild and hostile to human
life- this site will serve as an example of how one can
live in wild, national forest, steep, land way off grid

subjected to seasonal deluges of snow/ice/water and
severe drought/fire. There are a variety of different
patch-mosaics that could be realized and they will be
implemented as previous iterations of the design fill in
and more details are uncovered as to what would be
best. There is already alot going on on this propertythere was alot put in place by owners over the past 2
years, and there will much to come.
There are many more resources gathered about the
property, including data on soil, sun angles, rainfall
events, climate change, not to mention composition of
species in the forest for wild harvest and legitimate
options for species in food forests. Not all this info can
be attached here though.

SECTION 5: Document Repository
Boundary or Contour Map:

	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Sector Diagram:

	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Water harvesting, Access and Structural Position Map:

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Zone Plan:

	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Final Drawing:

	
  

	
  
Map Description
This site, as it is now, has an existing food forest on it developed a few years back. Thus,
there are a number of plants to be vegetatively propagated on site at the zone 2 nursery
downhill from the main house structure. The bright green signifies more intensively managed
(due to easy access) garden and food forest areas - even now, wild berry bushes receive more
attention on those areas. Bright green lines downhill of the blue swale lines are mixed native
useful forest species such as Birch or White Pine combined with plantings that receive the
water support from earthworks. They also could be massive hugelculture from the harvested
timbers. The red lines signify trees cut as a firebreak in conjunction with openings created by
water features. The grey lines in the final design image would be cut roads accessing the

cells, and the thin grey lines outside of the seasonal streamflows are game trails which are
important for wildlife monitoring and/or hunting. As the cells are developed and roads are
established, game-trails and already present foot-paths would be taken out. The light yellow
patches on the northern end of the property are really nice native forest that have multiple
already usable non-timber forest products (NTFP), and are probably better left to naturally
evolve. The dark blue patches are naturally more wet-lands based plant species, and so
different useful wetlands plants such as willow, stinging nettle, etc, have been planted there.
The list of plants that have done alright in the experimental food forests, and will be further
planted are as follows:
Currants,
gooseberries,
jostaberries
Apple
Crabapple
Pear
Plum
Apricot
Black Walnut
Hazelnut
Chestnut
Raspberries
Blackberries
Thimbleberries
Rhubarb
stinging nettle
terragon
Mulberry
Gooseberries
Seaberries
Korean Bush Cherries
Ground Cherries
Russian honey berry
Multiple Varieties of Strawberries
Autumn Olives
Grape
Hardy Kiwi Vine
Hops
Brazelberries

High bush, low bush blueberries
Cranberries, viburnum
Wild Huckleberries, Solomon Zigzag, twisted stalk, kinninickinick, rose hips, lilies…
Ginko nuts
Goumi berries
Jerusalem Artichokes
sea kale
chinese hardy mountain yams
crosnes
groundnut
walking onion
comfrey
horseradish
potato onion
Fuki
wild oregano
and many, many, innumerably many more…
The thin, light purple enclosed areas can be thought of as cells. 30 Acres is a lot of land and
cannot be developed all at once, especially on these steep mountain slopes: depending on
how the design is progressing, and what is going well, these cells can be terraced, cut for
heavier vehicle access, rotationally grazed with woodland animals, left as native forest,
converted to crop production, or all of the above on stacked time layers. In this way,
successional evolution of the design is designed to be a part of this design. The darker purple
on the northeastern aspect is very steep land immediately downhill of the key line of the
mountain, expressing itself as the big spring line indicated on the contour marking the highest
elevation of the property, about 3500 feet.
Food forests will be planted along the edgespace between zones- namely the road access with
pastures or native forest or nursery/annual gardens with less intensively managed
zones. Logging will take place to provide onsite building materials, hugelculture material, while
also creating strategic fire and windbreaks. This design amplifies the natural patterns already
present in the landscape. Where there are local water veins, that have seasonal streams pop
up during spring breakup, or local pockets of relatively flat space, we have already put in a few
small, lined ponds- but future ponds that will be gleyed by swine or imported clay to seal, and
can be used for aquaculture purposes. There are nearby, well adapted native mountain
fish. Seasonal flows from snowmelt will be diverted via contour, slow moving pipes and
swales. Where there are springs, that water will be drawn out along contour to increase water
holding capacity of the mountain. Goats and sheep simulate nutrient cycling functions of deer,

moose and elk in the large, south-facing meadow and forest patches. Coppice woodlot
species provide rocket mass heater fuel for winter warmth and winter time forage for animals.
Patches of native forest are left interspersed with human designed forest for the sake of
minimizing disturbance to the bigger area, providing a buffer zone between civilization and
nature, and allowing native animals to interact with our systems to see how they can help
spread out the positive elements of it. Ground disturbing activity such as logging and earth
moving is taken, multi-functionally, as an opportunity for planting and beginning successional
ecology. Additional structures to be placed are a sugar shack for birch syrup production, an
underground structure that serves as a relaxation facility with big attached greenhouse, hunting
stand, camping pads for visitors and guests, fencing, underground animal shelters, and an
outdoor amphitheater for gatherings and teachings.
The orange boxes are structures, and the numbers are referenced here:
1 House
2 Shop
3 Outhouse
4 Underground solar greenhouse
5 Tapped spring
6 RMH and tent pad/camp
7 Halls of the Mountain King
8 Mediterranean biome perennial forest garden hosting greenhouse
9 Bee hut
10 Sauna
11 Stand
12 Micro Hydro
13 Barn
14 Sugar Shack
Not numbered are
* Mobile animal tractors
* Underground animal huts in cells

	
  

	
  

